
Dear Parents 
 
The week starting the 7th December in school we will run two mocks for Year 11s; Monday morning 
for Mathematics and Thursday morning for English Language. We have decided that the best way to 
approach these is for them to be delivered in the students’ classrooms, as this reduces any potential 
risk of infection and is the environment the students are most comfortable in. After Christmas, 
assuming lockdown has ended and the number of local cases and the R rate are falling, then we will 
look to run a full series of mocks in the school Hall (currently scheduled for 18/01 to 29/01). 
However, we feel for now that the best approach is classroom based. 
 
The Mathematics mock, which will run for 90 minutes, will focus on the areas shown on the in the 
attached document. The mock will be a traditional mock, in silence, with no support for students 
other than where they have that individual entitlement. Please ensure that your son/daughter brings 
full equipment for the mock, including a working scientific calculator. If that is not something you 
can obtain, then please let us know as soon as possible so we can be supportive. 
 
The English Language mock is slightly different. It is called a Walking Talking Mock, in which Miss 
Jeffery will, via Zoom, talk through English Language Paper 2, Section A and explain what the 
examiner is trying to find out from the students. The students will then, in silence, have the 
opportunity to build their answer on the back of Miss Jeffery’s input. 
 
We of course have no idea at this point as to whether the traditional exam series (delayed by three 
weeks) will go ahead in the summer, or whether the government will eventually move towards the 
Welsh model. However, every opportunity like the two mocks planned next week may end up being 
included in a Centre Assessment Grade (CAG) grade as they were in 2019-20, so we would urge your 
son/daughter to prepare as thoroughly as possible. 
 
If you do have any questions, please do not hesitate to email me directly on 
rclarke@archbishops.kent.sch.uk. 
 
Kind regards 
 
Richard Clarke 
Assistant Headteacher 
 


